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0. INTRODUCTION 

This description of Kankanaey phonology is based on the dialect of 
approximately 10,000 people living in Kibungan, Benguet Province. This dialect is 
spoken in an area extending from Kibungan in the south to Bakun in the north. While 
there are distinctive vocabulary items and intonational patterns among the various 
barrios, mutual intelligibility is high, so the phonemes presented in this paper can be 
considered valid for the whole area. 

Data upon which this study is based was gathered in Kibungan between October, 
1974, and March, 1975, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

1. PHONOLOGICAL WORD 

1.1 DEFINITION 

The phonological word consists of one to eight syllables and is generally 
coterminous with a grammatical word. Phonological and grammatical words differ when 
the phonological word consists of two or more grammatical words, as when postclitic 
pronouns form part of the phonological word, e.g., ?asawaml (wife+ your) 'your wife', 
piruidasko (past + try + I) 'I tried' . 

1.2 STRESS WITHIN THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD 

In the phonological word one syllable bears major stress, the other syllables a 
lesser degree of stress. Stress always falls on one of the last three syllables, but within 
these three syllables its placement is unpredictable. In some cases its position is the 
minimal difference between a pair of words, e.g., ?(Jtot 'rat'; ?otot 'flatulence'; sa ?011 

'adze', sa?611 'canine tooth'; manbtilin 'to travel', manbalfn 'to become'. 

1 Examples are written in phonemic script wherever possible to facilitate both printing and 
reading. 
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The phonological constituents of stress are prolongation of the syllable peak, 
increase in volume, and rise in pitch. These constituents, however, are highly susceptible 
to higher level intonational pressures. 

2. SYLLABLE 

2.1 CONTRASTING SYLLABLE TYPES 

A syllable consists of an obligatory onset and peak with an optional coda.2 The 
onset and coda are filled by consonants, and the peak is filled by a vowel. There are two 
syllable patterns, CV and eve. Examples of CV syllables are mo 'if, when'; ta 
'conjunction'; di 'particle'. Examples of eve syllables are tan 'because', din 'particle', 
mon 'but'. 

2.2 DISTRIBUTION OF SYLLABLES WITHIN PHONOLOGICAL WORD 

There seems to be no restriction on the distribution of the two syllable types, CV 
and eve, within the phonological word, e.g., bogat 'rumen', tipkdn 'mosquito', det?a 
'floor', kali 'speech, language'. 

3. INTERPRETATION OF AMBN ALENT SEGMENTS 

3.1 SINGLE SEGMENTS 

The high vocoids i and o are interpreted as vowels when they occur as syllable 
peaks and as consonants y and w when they occur as syllable onset or coda, e.g.,ya?bd 
'back of knee', wanes 'g-string'' lab{ 'night', s{ko 'elbow'' ? ewey 'rattan'. 

The high vocoid [u] is interpreted as a consonanty, since it occurs only following 
o in the syllable coda position, e.g., 14boy 'variety of moss', ta'T/s6y 'water cres.~· 

3.2 SEQUENCES 

Ambivalent sequences of two vocoids in which both vocoids occur as syllable 
peaks, oa, oi, ia, io, ie, are interpreted as owa, owi, iya, iyo, iye, e.g., bowdya 'crocodile', 
kow<iko 'pipe', mantowili 'to look back', 'Jiyadoyad 'to rock in arms', siyam 'nine', 
nabiy{Jgan 'dirty', masfyek 'to laugh'. The sequence oe has not been noted. This 
interpretation is corroborated by morphophonemic evidence indicating the presence of 
a semi-vowel. In some roots, an unstressed vowel is deleted when certain affixes are 
added, but the linking semi-vowel is retained, e.g., -in- + ? iyat becomes ? inytit; ka
+dowa becomes kadwtl. 

Ambivalent consonant clusters and lengthened consonants are interpreted as 
sequences of two consonants, since they occur only word medially between two syllable 
peaks, forming the coda of one syllable and the onset of the next syllable, e.g., 7itsa 
'tea', ?into 'where', tigw{ 'species of bird', kompay 'sickle', mankedyat 'to raise 
eyebrows'. 

2Tue terms 'onset', 'peak', and 'coda' are taken from Hockett (1955 :126-7). 
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4. SYSTEMATIC PHONEMES 

The eighteen segmental phonemes of Kankanaey can be classified into three 
groups on the basis ·of the features continuant and syllabic. Stops, b d g p t k ? , are 
-continuant, -syllabic; continuants, m n 1'/ I s w y, are redundantly +continuant, 
-syllabic; vowels, i a e o, are +continuant, +syllabic. 

4.1 STOPS 

4.1.1 Contrast 

The stops are distinguished on the basis of four features, oral, voiced, acute, and 
back, as shown in Table 1. Oral stops, b d g p t k, contrast with ? by the feature +oral 
and are distinguished from each other on the basis of voicing and articulatory position, 
e.g., tebek 'sharp stick', tepek 'mouth'; kbba 'g-string', kbpa 'backpack carrier'; dalit 
'eel', ta/{Ji1'/ 'chisel'; digwizy 'mangosteen', tigw{ 'bird'; peweg 'knee', pewek 'typhoon'; 
sbgod 'comb', sbkod 'cane'; ptigew 'chest', ?tigew 'day, sun'; tlli 'anus', ?/Ji 'dwelling 
place';lakim 'harvesting knife',la?em 'inside'. 

TABLE 1 

FEATURES DISTINGUISHING nm STOPS OF KANKANAEY 

b d g p k ? 

oral + + + + + + 

voiced + + + 

acute + + 

back + + 

4.1.2 Variation 

Two randomly ordered rules account for the phonological variation that occurs in 
the stop series. 

a. 

[
t stop ]-- [ - released] I _ 
+ released 

Stops are unreleased when they occur syllable final. 

b. ~ -- k I [CT i(C~ 

k shifts from back velar to velar position when the peak slot of the syllable is filled by i. 
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4.1.3 Distribution 

The oral stops occur without restriction in both onset and coda slots of the 
syllable. ? occurs only syllable onset. In phonological word medial consonant clusters 
(the cluster being composed of the coda of one syllable and the onset of the following 
syllable), the oral stops can occur in almost any combination with any of the con
sonants. The only cluster combinations that have not been observed are bp, bw, gq, 
pb, pw, tw. 

:> never occurs as the first member of a cluster, but as the second member, it can 
occur in combination with each of the other consonaJ1ts. 

There are no constant clusters word initially or finally. 

4.2 CONTINUANTS 

4.2.1 Contrast 

The continuants are distinguished on the basis of five features, nasal; lateral, 
sibilant, acute, and back, as shown in Table 2. 

TABLE2 

FEATURES DISTINGUISHING THE CONTINUANTS OF KANKANAEY 

m n Tl w y 

nasal + + + 

lateral + 

S11>ilant + 

acute + + + + 

back + + 

m, n, and f1 are distinguished from other continuants by the feature +nasal and 
from each other by the features acute and back, e.g., ?ibagam 'you ask', bizgan 
'irrigation channel', bagizf1 'neck'; 'adorn 'another', ?<x1izn 'rain', ?odaf1 'lobster'. 

s is distinguished from the other continuants by the feature value +sibilant, e.g., 
sizwa 'unit of ten', sa?iJTl 'canine tooth', /ay?os 'folksong'. 

1 is distinguished from the other continuants by the feature +lateral, e.g., Zaya 
'ginger', la?og 'variety of sugar cane'. 

w and y are distinguished from each other by the features acute and back, e.g., 
tawa 'window', dtiya 'sky', ?agew 'sun', ?iztey 'liver'. 

4.2.2 Distribution 

The distribution of the nonsyllabic continuants is unrestricted in the onset and 
coda slots of .~~ syllable. In consonant clusters within the phonological word, they 
occur as both irutial and final consonants in the cluster, in many different combinations. 
Ouster combinations not yet observed are sw, mw, ws, Wf1, andyw. 
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4.3 VOWELS 

4.3.1 Contrast 

The four vowels are distinguished on the basis of the features low, acute, and 
back, as shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

FEATURES DISTINGUISHING THE VOWELS OF KANKANAEY 

e 0 a 

low + 

acute + 

back + 

i is distinguished from e, o, and a by the feature +acute; o is distinguished from i, 
e, and a by the feature +back; and a is distinguished from i, e, and o by the feature 
+low, e.g., ?btek 'brain', ?etek 'lie';pakdd 'brldge',pakde 'warning sign';sfgid 'broom', 
s{ged 'good'. 

4.3.2 Variation 

i, a high front vocoid, has two variants, one +tense, the other -tense. Their 
phonological distribution is predicted by the following rule. 

C
+acuiei ___ [ -tense] / 

+tense J 
# 

__ 11 

c 

The -tense variant of i occurs preceding word boundary, 11, and syllable coda. The 
+tense variant occurs elsewhere, e.g., [p1t 1p{t/IJI] , pitp{tan 'grasshopper'; fgtT/A], g(1/f1 
'snail'; [s6bi/], sobil 'lips'; [IAbi], lab{'night'; [siI{bmz], silfbam 'be careful'. 

e is a high central unrounded vocoid whose variants spread horizontally from 
central to back and vertically from high to mid. The distribution of these variants 
cannot be predicted on the basis of environmental conditioning; neither is there clear 
evidence of contrast. In many cases the variants freely fluctuate, e.g., [ltb{11 lib~ 
lib(ri], lebeq 'pond'; [bi?+y bt?~ bf'{y bz"'lt}>], be?ey 'house'; [lint¥:, lintag"'), 
lintag 'law'; [mAt1 tNitin mAt''tNiiin mAt1 tNi6m], mattadem 'sharp'. In othercases, 
less fluctuation has been noted. e.g., [?okui], ?oken 'puppy'; [?nvtg1 ?t\vf8'1 ] ?eweg 
'snake'; [/mzu], lames 'fruit'; [piZifs pUifs], ped{s 'bile'; [t.tJOc 1 ), tebek 'sharp stick'. 
But while it is difficult to predict what variant will occur in a given environment, some 
restrictions and tendencies have been observed. The high tense variants [i] and [z1 
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occur only in open syllables. The central variants [1J and [a] tend to be backed, 
[i>], [i], [ a>), and [e], preceding k in closed syllables. The mid variants [a] and 
[e] occur only in closed syllables. The following conclusion can also be made 
concerning the phonetic norm of the variants, based on their relative frequency of 
occurrence. 3 The high central variants (i) and [t] occur most frequently; the high 
back variants [l'] and (:i'J occur less frequently; occurrence of the mid variants [a] and 
(e] is extremely infrequent. For this reason, the features high central are considered 
the phonetic norm of e. 

a is a central lax vocoid with mid and low variants [A] and [a], whose distribution 
is predicted by the following rule. 

a I / 

The low variant (a] occurs only in stre~d open syllables; the mid variant [A] occurs 
elsewhere, e.g., [mMdtin~1] ; mandtinog 'to worry'; [k11.wwitN1], kawwitan 'rooster'; 
P'dw~"], ?tiwak 'body'; [b~~TI], bagirr/ 'neck'. ' 

o is a back rounded vocoid with two high variants, [u] and [u], and one mid 
variant, [o]. The high lax variant occurs only in unstressed closed nonfinal syllables 
except when contiguous to ? or k, and also in final syllables when the coda isy and the 
onset is not ? • 

The tense variants (u] and (o] fluctuate elsewhere with the restriction that 
(u] never occurs following k or contiguous to a word boundary, e.g., [mut1y6~1], 
motybk 'summit'; [lbbof], lbbok 'grave'; [l.vnot '] lambt 'root'; [:t>g1 sa1, ?og'sti 
'deer'; [dunt6g], dontbg 'mountain' ; [lo(c1to], loktb 'camote'; [labuy], ltiboy 'variety 
of moss'; [do?oy], do?(Jy 'there'; [~6~ ], kbko 'fmgemail'; [digb], digb 'broth'; 
[?ogali ?ugali], ?og3li 'custom'; [logM lugM], lbgan 'ride'; fpbstg., ¢sw"'J, poseg 
'navel'. 

4.3.3. Distribution 

Vowels occur only in the peak slot of the syllable, but are not otherwise restricted 
in their distribution. Any vowel may occur contiguous to any consonant. There are no 
vowel clusters. 

4.4 FEATURE SUMMARY OF SYSTEMATIC PHONEMES 

A summary of the distinctive features of the eighteen systematic phonemes of 
Kankanaey is found in Table 4. Feature values have been left blank wherever possible to 
eliminate redundancy in distinguishing the phonemes. 

3'fhis conclusion is based on an analysis of the range of variation occurring in the speech of 
ten individuals, using a word list of over eighty words in each of which the phoneme e occurred at 
least once. 
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syllabic 

continuant 

acute 

back 

low 

voiced 

oral 

nasal 

lateral 

sibilant 

TABLE4 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURE SUMMARY OF 
SYSTEMATIC PHONEMES OF KANKANAEY 

b d g p t k ? m n ~ s 1 w y e a o 

- - + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + 

- + -- + - - + - - + + 

-- + -- + - - + + - + 

- - + -
+ + + 

+ + + + + + -

+ + + 

+ 

+ 

5. TENTATNE ORTIIOGRAPHY 

The tentative orthography for Kankanaey makes several departures from the 
phonemic transcription in order to conform more closely to the orthography of the 
national language , Pilipino. 

? is omitted word initially and intervocalically. Word medially, contiguous to a 
preceding consonant, it is represented by a hyphen, e.g., kiliw 'wood, tree' ; abe 'also'; 
man-tini 'to harvest'; nad-ep 'extinguished'. 

~.as is customary in Philippine languages, is represented by the digraph ng, e.g., 
tangsoy 'water cress', nadnge 'heard'. . 

' Hyphen is used to distinguish velar nasal from a sequence ofn andg, e.g. , man-gen 
'to carry', mangim 'to eat'. 

Although stress is not predictable, it is omitted from the tentative orthography for 
three reasons: 1) vezy few word pairs are distinguished by stress only ; 2) stress is not 
marked in Pilipino, although it is also phonemic in that language; and 3) in initial 
reading tests, the readers had no difficulty in placing stress properly , even though stress 
was not indicated in the written text. 

6. ILLUSTRATIVE TEXr4 

1. Man-abat kanos da gayang en kiling issan sebang di kaong. 2. Kanan kanon din 
Met reportedly crow and Idling bird on trail of sow. Said reportedly 

gayang en, ''.Ay soot kayman san bagangmo ay mandada?" 
the crow, "Why in fact your neck bleeding?" 

4'I'lm text is written according to the tentative orthography described in section 5. 
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3. Kanan kanon din kiling en, ' '.Aga, omali kas na ta gedgeden taka din bagangmo. 
Said reportedly the Kiling, "No, come here so that cut we-you your neck. 

4. Mandada adin bagangmo et siyadin kaman din bagangko din dod-otna," 
Will bleed indeed your neck and thus like my neck its feathers," 

kanan kanon din kiling. 
said reportedly the kiling. 

5. ''.Aw koday," kanan kanon din gayang ay sana. 
''Yes agreed," said reportedly crow that. 

6. Kambaw oggoanaet kano y an natokang gayang et natey, yan mayekyekyek 
So he cut throat reportedly and fell over crow and died, and hooted with 

kano din kiling ay sana, tan in-etekanan gayang. 
laughter reportedly kilingthat, because fooled crow. 

Free Translation 

1. The crow and the kiling bird reportedly met on a sow trail. 2. The crow 
reportedly said, "Why in fact is your neck bleeding?" 

3. The kiling reportedly replied, "It isn't . Come here so that we'll cut your neck. 
4. Your neck will bleed indeed and thus your neck feathers will be like mine ," the 
kiling reportedly said. 5. "All right," that crow reportedly agreed. 6. So he reportedly 
cut his throat and the crow fell over and died, and the kiling hooted with laughter, 
because he had fooled the crow. 
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